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INV ITED
P A P E R

De Novo Annotation of
Transposable Elements:
Tackling the Fat Genome Issue

By Véronique Jamilloux, Josquin Daron, Frédéric Choulet, and Hadi Quesneville

ABSTRACT | Transposable elements (TEs) constitute the most

dynamic and the largest component of large plant genomes:

for example, 80% to 90% of the maize genome and the

wheat genome may be TEs. De novo TE annotation is there-

fore a computational challenge, and we investigated, using

current tools in the REPET package, new strategies to over-

come the difficulties. We tested our methodological develop-

ments on the sequence of the chromosome 3B of the

hexaploid wheat; this chromosome is È1 Gb, one of the “fat-

test” genomes ever sequenced. We successfully established

various strategies for annotating TEs in such a complex data-

set. Our analyses show that all of our strategies can overcome

the current limitations for de novo TE discovery in large plant

genomes. Relative to annotation based on a library of known

TEs, our de novo approaches improved genome coverage

(from 84% to 90%), and the number of full length annotated

copies from 14830 to 15905. We also developed two new

metrics for qualifying TE annotation: NTE50 involves measur-

ing the number, and LTE50 the smallest sizes of annotations

that cover 50% of the genome. NTE50 decreased the number

of annotations from 124868 to 93633 and LTE50 increased it

from 1839 to 2659. This work shows how to obtain compre-

hensive and high-quality automatic TE annotation for a num-

ber of economically and agronomically important species.

KEYWORDS | Bioinformatics; genomics

I . INTRODUCTION

Transposable elements (TEs) constitute by far the most dy-
namic and the largest component of large plant genomes.
They make up an estimated 85% of the maize genome [1]
and 88% of the wheat genome [2]–[4]. They are important
in genome evolution, with consequences for gene function
and regulation. Elucidating the role of TEs in a genome is
now clearly essential for any detailed understanding of the
biology of a species. Precise annotation of TEs in genomic
sequences is therefore a prerequisite to many analyses.

TE annotation software and automatic TE annotation

pipelines have been designed (see [5] and [6] for review).

Most software for de novo identification of TEs works well

with genomes up to 400 Mb. However, larger genomes are

computationally challenging, requiring a huge amount of

memory and computing time: the “fat genome” issue. This

study presents strategies to overcome this problem by ex-

ploiting a feature specific to TEs in large genomes: only a

small number TE families populate most of the TE space.

We developed new strategies based on this observation to

overcome the genome size limitation and built them on the

existing tools of the REPET package. This package includes
two pipelines: TEdenovo that builds a TE consensus library,

and TEannot that annotates TEs in the genome. It has been

extensively used in a number of genome projects [7]–[25].

We chose chromosome 3B from bread wheat [4] as an

experimental model to test our strategies. We describe the

principles and the results from three different approaches

building TE libraries with TEdenovo using: 1) a library of

known TEs concatenated with a de novo library built from
a genome spliced from their known TEs; 2) a de novo
LTR-retrotransposon library obtained with the LTRHarvest

software then concatenated with the de novo library built

from a genome spliced for the already identified LTRs;
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and 3) a de novo TE consensus library obtained from a ge-
nome subset (300 or 150 Mbp of the longest contigs). In

each case, the consensuses are classified and used in an it-

erative process. Our strategies allowed us to overcome the

current memory and time limitations for de novo TE dis-

covery using REPET on large plant genomes. This study

paves the way to comprehensive and high-quality auto-

matic TE annotation in various economically and agro-

nomically important species.

II . MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Sequences
We used the sequence of wheat chromosome [4],

which is the first fully sequenced wheat chromosome.

We used the V2.1 assembly available at URGI re-

pository (https://urgi.versailles.inra.fr/download/wheat/3B/
previous_versions/allLargeContigsV2.1.fna.gz). This draft

assembly corresponds to an automated scaffolding of

294691 contigs representing 986.1 Mbp. It does not

correspond to the final high-quality published sequence,

but an intermediate state of quality more comparable to

what is generally available for TE annotation. Indeed, the

published sequence has been manually improved to reach

a high-quality assembly not generally available in standard
genome projects. Thus, we consider an assembly that is

more fragmented than the final output, making TE identifi-

cation and annotation even more challenging; this is more

difficult than necessary, but is a realistic and the most of-

ten encountered situation.

We also used the maize genome sequence with ten

chromosomes, ZmB73_RefGen_v3 (Maize RefGen da-

tabase V3 (release 5b.+) from Gramene.org) totaliz-
ing 2059701728 bp. We extracted 125147 contigs

(2046696042 bp) from the original genome sequence.

B. The Known TE Library
A library of known wheat TEs was manually compiled

from the TREP database (http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/

ITMI/Repeats/) and previous annotation of BAC se-

quences [2], [3]. The previously identified TE copy se-

quences cluster in 586 groups using MCL after manual

curation. We performed multiple alignments of each

cluster, resulting in 586 TE consensuses.

C. TEdenovo
TEdenovo from the REPET package (release 2.1, see

documentation and availability at https://urgi.versailles.inra.
fr/Projects/URGI-softwares/REPET) was used to identify TE

families in genomic sequences. It runs five functional steps:

1) detection of repeats combining a similarity approach

with Blaster [13], [26], [27], and a structural approach with

LTRharvest [28]; 2) hit clustering with Grouper [26],

[27], Recon [29], and Piler [30] for the results of the

similarity detection, and with BlastClust from the NCBI-

BLAST suite (NCBI Software Development Toolkit) for
the results of the structural detection; 3) multiple align-

ment of each cluster with MAP [31] and building a con-

sensus by cluster; 4) consensus classification with

PASTEClassifier [32] based on Wicker classification [33];

and 5) consensus filtering (see TEdenovo documentation).

The TEdenovo outputs are a denovo classified consensus

library, each consensus representing several TEs from a

TE family, and a classification information file.

D. TEannot
TEannot is the annotation pipeline of the REPET

package (release 2.1, see documentation and availability

at https://urgi.versailles.inra.fr/Projects/URGI-softwares/

REPET). It runs six functional steps: 1) aligning DNA se-

quence libraries on the genome by similarity searching

using Blaster [13], [26], [27] CENSOR [34], and Repeat-
Masker (http://www.repeatmasker.org/); 2) combining

previous High Score Pairs (HSP) and filtering them;

3) searching for Short Simple Repeats (SSR) with

TRF [35], mreps [36], and RepeatMasker (http://www.

repeatmasker.org/); 4) removing spurious HSP; 5) con-

necting distant HSP to build copies of TE elements; and

6) export the results as annotation. The TEannot output

is a GFF3 annotation file containing all copies of the in-
put TE library, directly usable in genome browser.

E. RepeatScout
RepeatScout [37] was run separately from the REPET

package (release 2.1). The obtained consensuses were then

formatted so that the TEdenovo pipeline can be run on it

starting from step 5. Hence RepeatScout results were clas-

sified and filtered as the standard TEdenovo pipeline did.
Note that today, RepeatScout has been integrated into the

REPET package (available in the release 2.2) as a new step

of the TEdenovo pipeline. Integration allows an input se-

quence to be formatted as done for other TEdenovo tools,

and output sequences are in a format that can be used by

subsequent steps.

F. Metrics for Qualifying TE Annotations
In this work, we developed two new metrics. TE an-

notations were sorted in decreasing order of length, and

their cumulative length was computed. NTE50 is the

number of TE annotations needed to reach a cumulative

length corresponding to 50% of the genome. LTE50 is

the size of this TE annotation that reaches this limit.

In addition, we also considered Full Length Copies,

hereafter called FLC, as a hallmark of a good TE annota-
tion. We defined an FLC as a TE annotation that is

aligned (potentially with large gaps if there are inser-

tions) over more than 95% of their cognate consensus.

An annotation with a high FLC number indicates a good

recovery of complete copies fragmented because of inser-

tions in their sequence and a capacity to build the long

consensuses able to find them.
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III . RESULTS

A. Case 1: Obtaining a Reference Automated
TE Annotation

To obtain a reference TE annotation, we annotated

the wheat chromosome 3B with a library containing 586

consensus sequences of previously identified TEs (see

Material and Methods); the TEannot pipeline with default

parameters was used. We call this reference annotation
case 1. We obtained an annotation that covers 84.19% of

the genome, and included 14830 FLC (fragmented and un-

fragmented annotation aligned over more than 95% of the

consensus TE sequence; see Section II).

The plot of cumulative length of all annotated TE

copies is a graphical way to compare several annotations

(Fig. 1). Derived from this graphical view, we designed a

new measure of TE annotation quality, by introducing a
new statistic that we called NTE50. Analogous to N50

used to assess assembly quality, NTE50 is the number of

the largest copies needed to annotate 50% of the ge-

nome. Lower NTE50 values indicate that annotated

copies are longer, both a good indication that the anno-

tation has successfully captured large unfragmented TE

insertions (a major issue of TE annotation), annotated

with long TE consensuses, and a good proxy for well-
identified TE. We also define LTE50 as the length of the

shortest TE annotation that annotates 50% of the ge-

nome; high-value LTE50 indicate better quality results.

The reference annotation exhibits a NTE50 of 124

868 elements and an LTE50 of 1839 bp. These two

metrics, both of which are quality measures, the percent-

age of genome covered by the annotation and the number

of FLC TE copies found, will be used as criteria to esti-
mate the accuracy of approaches tested.

B. Automated TE Curation Strategy
Standard TE annotation involves three main steps

(see [6]c for details). The first is to detect TE families to

build a consensus sequence for each family. In the sec-

ond step, these consensus sequences are manually cu-

rated to remove false positives (i.e., repeated sequences
that are not a TE, such as segmental duplication or mul-

tigene families), and discard fragments of poorly identi-

fied TEs. The third step is to search for similarity to the

curated consensus sequences in the genome sequence.

We tested a new strategy, which we call the second
TEannot process, that is able to reduce the amount of work

needed for manual curation (in the second step). By run-

ning TEdenovo and then TEannot directly, only consensuses
that detect at least one FLC are selected (i.e., copies aligned

over more than 95% of the consensus built during the previ-

ous step). These consensuses are kept for a second TEannot

pass. Indeed, consensuses are built from clusters of repeated

sequences. Sometimes some sequences of one cluster over-

lap sequences found in another cluster (being included for

example). When annotating a genome, one consensus only

is chosen at each position. In case of cluster overlap, the
consensus built from sequences that are included in larger

repeated sequences (i.e., found in another cluster), may not

have a corresponding FLC. In some case, some consensus

may annotate even no copy at all. We can then consider

that only one consensus is useful and well built.

To test this consensus number reduction approach,

we build a de novo TE consensus library using the

Fig. 1. Cumulative length coverage for TE annotations.
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RepeatScout software [37]. This software is a less re-
source-intensive approach than the TEdenovo pipeline that

cannot be used directly on the whole chromosome 3B se-

quence because it is too long and complex. RepeatScout is

also known to provide consensuses that are very fragmen-

ted and redundant. We built our TE consensus library for

the wheat chromosome 3B with RepeatScout (called RS li-

brary), and annotated it by the second TEannot process. Ini-
tially, the RS library contained 15 132 sequences used for
the first TEannot pass. In the second TEannot pass, we

used only the 9827 consensuses with at least one FLC.

Then some consensus appears to have no counterpart in

the genome, but this indicate that a better consensus built

from another cluster is.

TE genome coverage decreased from 91.57% to 91.31%

between the two passes, and the number of FLC annota-

tions increased from 70577 to 74379. Indeed, with fewer
consensuses, some copies that were previously partially

annotated by two consensuses, are annotated in the sec-

ond step with only one, as the second was removed, and

then could appear as a FLC. Consequently NTE50 was

117822 for pass 1 and 120976 for pass 2, and LTE50 was

2104 and 2032.

These results show that the number of consensus

used for the annotation can be substantially reduced
with very little loss of annotation quality measured as

the TE annotated fraction and NTE50 or LTE50. This

validates the proof of concept for this second TEannot

pass as a way to reduce TE consensus complexity, and

thereby make annotation simpler. Note that the FLC

number is higher with the RS library than with the refer-

ence annotation and then might seem better. However,

this result is due to the small consensus sizes of the RS
library, a consequence of the RepeatScout tool. Conse-

quently, FLC can only be used to compare annotations

obtained with the same TE library.

C. General Outline to Reduce Computational Load
on Large Genomes

The “classical” TE annotation approach described above

is computationally demanding. We tested strategies to re-
duce the computational load for large genomes, such as

plant genomes. Large genomes are mostly comprised of a

large number of repeats of a small number of TE families

[2], [38], [39]. We exploited this feature by implementing a

two-step iterative approach. The first step aims to detect

“easy-to-find” highly repeated TEs and to splice them out of

the genome; this reduces the length of sequence to be

searched for de novo detection of “hard-to-find” TEs. Conse-
quently, more sensitive detection and annotation parame-

ters can be applied to a reduced dataset.

TEdenovo with a lightweight computing resource re-

quirement configuration (see below) allows “easy-to-

find” TEs to be found quickly; these can then be used to

build a “first” consensus library. The library is then used

to identify the copies in the genome with the TEannot

pipeline. This first annotation is then used to splice the
annotated sequence segments out of the initial genome

sequence to reduce its size and complexity.

In the second iteration, other TEs (i.e., “hard-to-find”

TEs) are detected in the reduced genome using TEdenovo

with default parameters and used to build a “second”

consensus library. To finish, TEannot annotates the ini-

tial unspliced genome sequence with a sequence library

corresponding to the concatenation of the “first” and
“second” libraries. A second TEannot pass allows auto-

matic curation of the TE library concatenation.

Here, we present four implementations of this strat-

egy (see Fig. 2) to identify the best one for the wheat

chromosome 3B.

D. Case 2: Iterative Approach With Known
TEs Library

We used the reference annotation obtained with the

known TE library of 586 consensuses (see above). We se-

lected consensuses with Full Length Fragment Copies (un-

fragmented copies aligned on 95% of the consensus), called

hereafter FLF consensuses, and selected annotated copies

having more than 80% identity with these FLF consensuses,
as a proxy for a well-annotated copy. These copies were

then spliced out of the genome, and only contig sequences
longer than 500 bp were retained, reducing the genome

sequence to be analyzed from 986.1 to 252.7 Mb. We

then built a de novo library (7009 consensus) using the

reduced genome. Finally, we annotated the initial chro-

mosome 3B sequence with a concatenation of the 586

known TEs and the 7009 de novo consensuses using the

second TEannot process. We reduced the first concatenated

library containing 7595 consensuses to the 2159 consensus
with at least one FLC. The resulting TE annotation shows

88.78% genome coverage with 20311 FLC. The NTE50 was

117271 and LTE50 2020.

Compared with the reference annotation (case 1), the

coverage is greater, and NTE50 and LTE50 are better in-

dicating better annotation with longer TE copies.

E. Case 3: Iterative Approach With a First LTR
de novo Library

First, we only looked for LTR families, which are

abundant in wheat. Methods that search for their LTR

structure are computationally efficient with large ge-

nomes, such that the whole wheat chromosome 3B se-

quence can be searched. We used LTRharvest [28] that

uses an efficient suffix array structure to speed up the

LTR search phase. This tool was launched in the struc-
tural branch of the TEdenovo pipeline.

The first iteration thus builds a de novo library using

only the structural branch of TEdenovo using sequence

contigs whose length is over 5 kb. We obtained 2100

consensuses to build a “LTR” library to be used to anno-

tate the whole chromosome sequence with TEannot.

This improved the sensitivity of TE annotation over that
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Fig. 2.Workflows of the tested strategies. “IN:” refers to input data for the step. “OUT:” indicates the results. “cons” stand for

consensus. FLC are full length copies defined as aligning with more than 95% of the consensus.
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of the LTRharvest outputs. The TE annotation obtained
was used to reduce the working length of the chromo-

some sequence by removing TE copies with more than

80% identity to FLF consensuses, as in case 2. The second

iteration built an “others” library from the working se-

quence using the complete TEdenovo pipeline with de-

fault parameters. We annotated the initial sequence with

the concatenation of the “LTR” and the “others” libraries

using the second TEannot process. We reduced the num-
ber of consensuses from 8814 to 6007 having at least

one FLC. The resulting TE annotation showed 88.22%

genome coverage with 21995 FLC. NTE50 and LTE50

were 100631 and 2415 bp, respectively. Surprisingly, this

approach gave a better annotation quality than cases 1

and 2, where some TE are already known and curated.

F. Cases 4 and 5: Iterative Approaches With a
de novo Library Computed From Sequence Subsets

The rational here is that easy-to-find TEs are so abundant

that they can be found on a sequence subset. Consequently,
using the TEdenovo pipeline, we built a de novo library from
a part of the initial sequence (the largest contigs).

In case 4, the longest contigs were concatenated until

the cumulative length was 300 Mbp. We used the TEde-

novo pipeline(similarity and structural branches) with de-

fault parameters, and then annotate the initial sequence

using the second TEannot process; this reduced the TE li-

brary from 12564 consensuses to 6671 consensuses hav-
ing at least one FLC. The resulting TE annotation showed

90.69% genome coverage with 15905 FLC. The NTE50

and LTE50 were 93 633 and 2659 bp, respectively. These

results are better than those for cases 1, 2, and 3.

In case 5, we applied the same process with the largest

contigs, but with a cumulative length of only 150 Mbp. We

used the TEdenovo pipeline with default parameters and

annotated the initial sequence using the second TEannot
process. The second TEannot process reduced the TE library

from 6760 consensuses to 4049 consensuses having at least

one FLC. The resulting TE annotation showed 87.79% ge-

nome coverage with 14 422 FLC. The NTE50 and LTE50

were 99918 and 2436 bp, respectively. Here, the results

are not better than those for case 4, but still better than

those for cases 1, 2, and 3.

G. Case 4 Iterative Approach on the Maize Genome
We tested the case 4 approach on the 2 Gb maize ge-

nome sequence. We concatenated the longest contigs

from all 10 chromosomes until the cumulative length

added up to 300 Mbp (2153 contigs represente
299999029 bp). We use the TEdenovo pipeline (similar-

ity and structural branches) with default parameters, and

then annotate the initial genome using the second TEan-
not process, reducing the TE library from 15 145 consen-

sus to 7319 consensus having at least one FLC. Resulting

TE annotation shows 85.87% genome coverage with

41666 FLC. NTE50 and LTE50 are respectively 141391

and 3896 bp. Genome coverage is similar to the 85%
that has been described for this genome [1].

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Metrics for TEs Annotation Assessment
We used two novel metrics to assess annotation qual-

ity. The first, called NTE50, is the number of the largest

copies needed to annotate 50% of the genome. We also

defined LTE50 as the length of the shortest TE annota-

tion that annotates 50% of the genome. We propose

that, for genomes with a small TE coverage (less than

50%), the metrics can be redefined as largest TE copies

(or shortest for LTE50) needed to annotate 50% of the

TE genomic space (instead of the full genome space).
These measures favor methods able to annotate the

larger copies, considered here as a hallmark of good

quality TE annotation. Indeed, poor TE annotations are

generally characterized by TE fragmentation in the re-

constructed consensus or the annotated genomic copies.

The rational behind the quality measure of an annotation

with these two metrics is based on this assumption.

Because these metrics depend of the length of the con-
sensus, they can only be used to compare annotations of

the same genomic sequence. When comparing two species,

we expect different TE family composition and different

length distribution of the TE consensus. If one species has

many large TEs such as LTRs, both NTE50, and LTE50

will be large, but not because of successful TE consensus

reconstruction and copy annotation. Hence, comparison to

a species with few large TEs will be uninformative.
The FLC number depends on the consensus sizes of the

TE library and is then influenced by the TE detection

methods used to build this library. Consequently, this metrics

can only be used, contrarily to NTE50 and LTE50, to com-

pare annotation obtained with the same TE detection tools.

B. Conditions for Strategy Efficiency
The REPET pipelines were run on a computer cluster

with 75 nodes—totalizing 800+ cores—having between
16 and 512 Go of RAM. On a such cluster it took be-

tween three weeks and a few hours to fully annotate a

genome according to genome size, repeat density, and

cluster usage by other users. For the È1 Gb wheat 3B

chromosomes, we reduced computing time from 3 weeks

to 1 with the case 4 strategy, making possible now to run

REPET on large genomes of few gigabases. The annota-

tion of the 2 Gb maize genome took two weeks. Disk us-
age is not a big issue as only 800 Gb is needed

temporarily for the maize analysis.

We tested different strategies that may be useful for

tackling the fat genome issue. The strategies we used here

are efficient because they rely on a feature of large genomes

that can be found, i.e., the wheat is populated by few TE

families with large copy numbers. Interestingly, we
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confirmed here that de novo approaches do not need to re-
cover all the TE copies to build a good consensus. They

only need to recover few well-conserved TE copies (mini-

mum of three for clustering algorithms, and of one for

LTRharvest when used with REPET). If the number of cop-

ies in a genome is high, there is a good chance of finding

some of them; indeed, even with a subset of the whole

sequence, it is still possible to find some of the copies. The

probability of finding them also depends on the age of
the TE families. Old TE families have divergent copies

degraded by numerous mutations and deletions; well-

conserved copies of these families may be rare. A limitation

of this approach is consequently expected for genomes

dominated by a few old TE families. Nevertheless, observa-

tions of the TE content of large genomes suggest that the

strategy should work well in most cases.

Surprisingly, we show that full de novo approaches
work better than those using a known TE library. Possi-

bly, because full de novo strategies build more consen-

suses, they are each built from fewer copies.

Consequently, these copies are closer to the consensus

they built, making alignment better and consequently

improving the length of the annotations. Known TEs

may be: 1) identified in different genetic background;

and/or 2) established from a single sequence as a refer-
ence representative of the sequence diversity; or 3) built

manually with some inherent subjectivity. In all such

cases, they may fail to represent well the diversity of

the TE sequence to be annotated. Each TE copy may

consequently have a closer reference sequence allowing

proper annotation in full de novo approaches, than is

the case with a library of known TEs built with subjec-

tivity, in particular when restricting each family repre-
sentative to one or a very small number of sequences.

Surprisingly again, the best strategy was that using a

subset of the genome for TE identification. This approach

appears to work better than when the full genome was

used after its splicing. Possibly, a better consensus is built

from a smaller set of sequences than from a larger num-

ber. This may be a limitation of the multiple alignment

software used. Because of the number of alignments that
had to be built, we favored speed over sensitivity. This

may be a consequence of this, but obviously, using more

sensitive approaches will not solve the problem of compu-

tational power required for a large genome.

Interestingly, these iterations reduced the quantity of

data to analyze without losing important information,

and even improving results in some cases. Consequently,

computing time was shortened proportionally.

C. Mixed Strategies
From this study, we propose mixed strategies for the

most difficult cases. For genomes longer than 1 Gb, we sug-
gest analysis chromosome by chromosome, or by set of

chromosomes, each set being shorter than 1 Gb. Each set

should be analyzed independently as a new genome, apply-

ing the genome subset strategy if needed. We would expect

to obtain as many TE consensus libraries as chromosome

sets used, and they should be concatenated into one library

for the annotation phase. The second annotation process, de-
scribed above, should remove the inherent redundancy in-
troduced by working independently on each set.

Sometimes the scaffold assignment to chromosomes

is not available. This is often the case for draft se-

quences. In this case, the same approach can be used,

but by using sets of scaffolds.

Avai labil i ty

The REPET package can be downloaded at https://urgi.

versailles.inra.fr/Projects/URGI-softwares/REPET. TE con-

sensus and annotation can be downloaded at https://urgi.

versailles.inra.fr/Data/Transposable-elements/wheat for the
wheat and https://urgi.versailles.inra.fr/Data/Transposable-

elements/maize for the maize. h
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